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CEKRACTERISTICSGROUND EFFECTS ON TBE LONGITUDINAL

@ TWO MODEIS WITH WIN% HAVING LOW

ASPECT RATIO AX(3POINTED TIPSL

By Donald A. Buell and Bruce E. Tinling

SUMMARY

The ground effects on the longitudinal characteristics of two models
with wings having low aspect ratio and pointed tips have been determined
from wind-tunnel tests at Remolds numbers frcm 2.~ to 10 million, using
a flat plate to represent the ground. The first model had em aspect
ratio of 2 and used trailing-edge flaps for longitudinal control. The
flap hinge line had no sweepback and the flap chord was ~ percent of
the wing chord. The second model had a triangular plan form of aspect
ratio 3 ad was equipped with flaps and a conventional tail.

The test results showed that the presence of the ground increased
the lift-curve slope, decreased the drag due to lift, and increased the
stick-ftied stability of the models. The latter effect was most pro-
nounced on the model with the horizontal tail. The ground effect on the
control-surface deflections for balance was small on the tailless model
but was sizable on the tailed model. C!ontrol-swface hinge moments,
measured only on the tailless mcxlel,were little affected at a given LLft
coefficient.

The experimentally determined ground effects on the lift and drag
characteristics were generally underestimated by the theory of Tmi,
et al., at the higher lifts. When applied to the estimation of ground
effects on the variation of pitching moment with lift coefficient of
the tailed model, the theory had errors which tended to be compensating.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of effects of the ground on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airplane has, in the past, been concerned largely
with straight wings of moderate to high aspect ratios. Consequently,

%upersedes recently declassified NACA RM A~~O$ by Donald A. Buell
and Bruce E. Tinling, 1955.
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there is -somequestion as to the applicability of the past work to many
A

present-day high-speed airplanes. It was deemed appropriate to deter-
mine experimentally the ground effects on two models with wings hating w

low aspect ratio and pointed tips and to compare the results with the
—.

available theory.

Longitudinal control of the airplane.ha~been considered previously
to be one of the more serious problems of gr”b”imdproximity. Two types —

of longitudinal-control systems were represented on the models of the
.=

present investigation. The first model, having a wing of aspect ratio 2,
used elevens (i.e., trailing-edge flaps) for longitudinal control. The
second model, having a wing of aspect ratio 3; used a conventional tail.

The tests were made in the Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel at
Reynolds numbers of from 2.5 to 10 million mid at a Mach number of
approximately 0.25.

.-
A flat plate spanning the wind .tunnelwas chosen

to represent the ground. The disadvantage of a boundary-layer build-up
—.

along the plate, pointed out in reference 1 for example, was minimized
insofar as was possible in the plate design._-Limited pressure measure-.
ments were made to evaluate this discrepsmcy in the ground representation.

The experimentally determined ground effects were compared with
those predicted by the theory of Tani, et al., (refs. 2 and 3). This -.
theory had the advantages of simplicity with a certain amount of flexi- . –.
bility for adapting it to wings of low aspect ratio. The method is d—
partially summarized and somewhat simplified in reference 4. The -’
remainder of the applicable elements of the theory is summarized in an
appendix to this report. .- *

A

NOTATION

aspect ratio, ~
s

b wing span

CD drag coefficient,~

Ch eleven hinge-moment coefficient} hinge moment
e +’qMe

Cht tab hinge-moment coefficient,hin~e.m~ent
2qMt
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lift coefficient, W
@

increment of lift coefficient, CL2 due to the tail

pitching-moment coefficient about the moment center

in fig. 2), yitching moment
C@

(specified
.—

increment of pitching-moment coefficient ~ (at a constant angle
of attack) due to the tail

wing chord measured parallel to the plsme of symmetry

2

J

b/2
wing mean aerodynamic chord

‘E.
C%y

distsnce from the surface of the ground plate to the 0.255
(specified in fig. 2)

i.ncldenceof the horizontal tail with respect to the wing chord
plsne, deg

tail length, longitudinal distance from the moment center to the
horizontal-tail hinge line

liftlift-drag ratio, —
drag

free-stream Mach number

first moment of area of the exposed eleven behind the hinge line

first moment of area of the exposed tab behind the hinge line

free-stream dynsmic pressure

Reynolds number, based

wing area

area of the horizontal

-Lt St
tail volume, ~ ~

distance perpendicular

on the wing mean aerodynamic chord

tail

to the plme of symmetry
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a

8~

angle of attack, deg

el~von deflection with respect to the wing-chord plane, measured
in planes perpendicular to the eleven hinge line, deg

flap deflection with respect to the wing-chord plane, deg

tab deflection tith respect to the eleven-chord plane, measured
in planes perpendicular to the tab hinge line, deg

horizontal-tail pitching-moment effectiveness,measured at a
constant angle of attack

effective downwash angle at the tail, deg

increase in effective downwash angle at the tail due to proximity
of the ground, deg

.

—

APPARATUS AND MODELS

The ground representation is diagramed in figure 1. The ground pl~te
spanned the test section and was attached to the tunnel walls and to sup-
porting struts on its lower side. The plate was made of l/8-inch aluminum
sheet fastened to an aluminum-angle frame with countersunk screws. The

*

leading- and trailing-edge fai.ringgwere approximately elliptical. The
leading-edge fairing was cambered to reduce the possibility of separation

.-
W

over the ground plate by keeping the stagnation point on the upper surface. _

The model waa supported by a sting which could be controlled in angle
of attack amd in elevation. A slot slightly larger than the sting was
built into the trailing edge of the plate so that the model could be moved
as close to the ground plate as desired at aH positive angles of attack.
The forward 16 inches of the slot were sealed with a flush plate for por-
tions of the test.

Provision was made for determining the boundary-layer thichess on
the ground Tlate, and the static pressures both on the plate and at several
heights above the plate. The two locations of the rake used in the
boundary-layer survey are shown in figure 1. The figure also shows the
location of the row of orifices used to measure the static pressures on
the plate. The static pressures above the plate were measured along a

—

tube containing several sets of orifices. This tube was mounted on the —
model support in place of the model. b

The geometry of the models is given in figure 2 and in tables I and
II. The tailless model had a wing which was built around a steel spar.
The forward part of the wing was made of a tin-bismuth alloy bonded to the
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spar, and the rear part consisted
by hinges and internal brackets.
side of the model were restrained

5

of solid steel elevens and tabs attached
The eleven and tab on the right-hand
from rotating about their hinge lines

by strain-gage members of the cantilever bending type for the purpose of
measuring hinge moments. The ting section was the NACA 0005-63 modified
slightly to provide straight-he elements from the eleven hinge line to
the trailing edge.

.

.-

The tailed model had solid steel wing and tail surfaces. The wing
was provided with single-slotted flaps attached with l/4-inch-thick
external brackets screwed to the lower surfaces. The ailerons, which
were not deflected during the tests, were similarly supported. For the
tests with flaps up, the ailerons and flaps were replaced by a solid
insert with no slots or external supports. The fuselage could be shortened
by the removal of a cylindrical portion, which was 6.5 inches in length.
(See table II.)

Both models are pictured installed over the ground plate in figure ~. —

The forces and moments on each model were measured on a 4-inch-
diameter, four-component, strain-gage balance enclosed within the model
fuselage. Provision was made for measuring the pressure inside the base
of the model between the sting and the model.

.
TESTS

.

The tests were conducted in three parts: (1) boundary-layer surveys
on the ground plate and static-pressure surveys on and above the ground
plate (with no models installed), (2) force tests of the models in the
presence of the ground plate, and (3) force tests of the models without
the ground plate. The tests included measurement of the modelst lift,
drag, pitching moment, and hinge moments (the latter on the control sur-
faces of the tailless model only) with various control-surface and flap
deflections. Most of the tests were made at a dyasmic pressure of 80
pounds per square foot with the wind tunnel at atmospheric pressure. These
test conditions correspond to a Mach number of 0.25 and Reynolds numbers of
3 million for the tailless model, and 2.5 million for the tailed model.
Since the accurate measurement of drag characteristics was difficult at
this low Reynolds number, some data were obtained at higher Reynolds
numbers (8 million and 10 million for the tailless model and tailed model,
respectively).

For most of the tests the angle of attack was varied from -4° to the
mechanical limit of the model-support system (approximately 14° with the
ground plate installed, 24° without the ground plate). With the ground
plate installed, angles of attack up to 28° were reached by mounting the
model on a bent sting and making the force tests at large mgles separately
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from those at small angles. At the smallest ground heights, the angle z
of attack was limited to that beyond which the model would collide with
the plate (23° for the tai~ess model, 12° for the tailed model).

&

The pressure surveys were made with the static-pressure tube on the
model support at heights above the ground plate roughly the same as those
of the force tests. The boundary-layer su~ey was “madewith no model

.

installed, while.the static pressures along the plate were measured both
during the pressure survey and during the force tests. —

GROUND SIMULATION

The-applicability of the data .is,of course, limited by the accuracy
with which the ground was simulated. The boundary layer on the plate is
probably the first consideration in this respect. The boundary-layer..
survey (with no model installed) indicated the existence of a turbulent
boundary layer tith a displacement thickness which varied from 1/16 inch
at the station of the model~s nose to approximately 1/8 inch at the station
of the maximum spanwise dimension of the wing. The-rewas little effec-tof
Reynolds number on the boundary-layer thickness within the range of
Reynolds numbers of the tests. The assumption that the presence of the
model did not greatly thicken the plate bou@ary layer is supported by the
results of the static-pressuremeasurements on the plate. The static-
pressure measurements indicated that the po%ition of stagnation (on the .

upper surface near the leading edge) was un&ffected by the presence of the
model and that the pressure gradients induc~d by the model were small
enough not to cause separation. On the basis of these measurements, t-he .

effects of the boundary layer were consider~ negligible.

The static-pressure survey showed evidence of a longitudinal pressure
gradient in the tunnel air.stream which was caused by local disturbances . –
near the leading and trailing edges of the ground plate. Although the
noses of the models extended into the region of the gradient caused by the
leading edge of the plate, no buoyancy correction was applied to the drag
data. The static pressures on the noses of the models at the smaller
ground heights were lower than the free-stream value by about 3 percent
at the smallest angles of attack and by about 1 percent at the largest
angles of attack. The trailing-edge disturbance, which was of a smaller
magnitude, was essentially compensated for (in the calculation of drag)
by the base-pressure correction explained hereinafter.

CORRECTIONS TO DATA
w

The data were corrected for the induced effects of the tunnel walls
resulting from lift on the model by the method of reference 5 as applied

h
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to a circular tunnel. For the case of the model installed over the ground
plate,”a reflection plane was assumed at the surface of the ground plate

. and was represented by vortices of equal strength and at equal distances
below the plane to those simulating the model lift. It was here convenient
to approximate the tunnel shape by a circle whose area was twice that of
the tunnel cross section above the ground plate. Values of the correction_
are as r0n0w8:

Tailed model Tailless model
h Aa MD h

f
Aa ~D

=
c ~ ~ z ~ p

0.30 0.0045 ~ 0.26 0.0046
1Y25 .07 .0012 1.2Jj .ll .0018
.90 .04 .0007

● 75 .04 .0006
.60 ● 02 .0003 .50 .01 .0002

Calculations made by the method of reference 6 indicated the pitchfng-
moment correction to be negligible.

Corrections applied to the data to account for the effects of con-
striction due to the tunnel walls were calculated by the method of
reference 7. The value of the correction to dynsmic pressure was less
than 1/2 percent.

The interference between the model and the sting (and the ground-
plate trailing edge) was partially compensated for by a correction to the
drag, using the base pressure measured at the model base. The drag data
as corrected are thuse of a model with free-stream static pressure on its
base.

No corrections were applied to the data to account for deflection of
the control surfaces under aerodynamic load (resulting from bending of the
restraining gage members). A static calibration on the eleven and tab of
the tailless model indicated the change in angle to be less than 0.2° for
the eleven and O.1° for the tab when the largest hinge moments imposed
during the tests were applied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tailless Model

The effects of ground proximity on the longitudinal characteristics
of the tailless model with control surfaces neutral are shown in figure 4.
As would be anticipated from theory and from previous experimental results,
the proximity to the ground increased the lift-curve skpe and decreased
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the drag due to lift. The slope of the pitching-moment curves beceme more
negative, indicating an increase in stability as the ground was approached.

The effects of ground proximity on the lift and pitching-moment
characteristics of the model with various eleven and tab deflections are
shown in figure 5. It may be seen from the figure that the ground effects
on the slope,sof the lift and pitching-moment curves were about the same
for all the control-surfacedeflections. !llZerewas some effect of &oiind
proximity on the eleven deflection required to balance the model (i.e.,
to make ~ = O). However, the eleven deflection for balance was changed
less than 1° by the ground in all cases. Figure 6 shows the ground effects
on the drag characteristics of the model with no tab deflection. Here,
again, there was little change in the ground effects with changing eleven
deflection. A comparison of figures 5(a) and 6 with figure 4 indicates
that the ground effects were approximately the same at Reynolds numbers
of 3 and 8 million.

The lift and drag characteristics of the tailless model balanced in
pitch by the elevens are summarized in figure 7. By comparing figure 7
with figures 5(a) and 6 it can be seen that the ground effects on the lift
and.drag characteristics of the model in balance were little different
from those with a constant eleven deflection at the ssme lift coefficient.

The hinge-moment characteristics of the eleven and tab are given in
figure 8. Most of the data indicate that there was little ground effect
on these hinge-moment coefficients at a given lift coefficient. The eleven
characteristics for -5° deflection show some discrepancies,but these are
believed to be due to temporarily faulty instrumentation. The floating
tendencies of the control surfaces sre defined as the rate of decrease of
hinge-moment coefficient with increasing angle of attack. It is concluded
that the floating tendencies were increased by proximity to the ground
because of the increase in lift-curve slope (fig. 5).

Figure 9 demonstrates the accuracy with which the lift and drag
characteristics of the model near the ground could be predicted by the
theory of Tani, et al. The theory is based on the hypothesis that the
effects of the ground on a wing are the same as the effects which would
be inducedby the flow about sn identical ~-rigsymmetritiallydisposed with
respect to the actual wing on the opposite side of the ground plane. The
interference betw~en the two wings can theribe calculated by the methods
employed with biplanes. (The theory is discussed in the appendix.) The
theory underestimated the ground effects at “thehigher lifts. The diver-
gence between the theory and experhent as the lift increased is poseJibly
a result of using an inadequate method to determine a mean-weighted value
of the chord divided by ground height, which is the basic parameter used
in the theory. This parameter is calculated using the span load distri-
bution as a weighting factor with the assumption that the span load
distribution is elliptical. The theory might have provided a better
esttite if account had been taken of the change in span loading caused

.

.

—

. -.

1.
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by flow separation which probably progressed inward from the wing tips
with increasing Ilft. Tanifs method of predicting pitching-moment chsmges
near the ground is not directly applicable to swept wings, and no attempt
was made to adapt it.

Tailed Model

The ground effects on the longitudinal characteristics of the tailed
model with its horizontal tail removed are shown in figure 10 to be
similar to those on the taille~s model (fig. 4). The magnitude of the
effects was very nearly the same for a given h/E.

The tail-off characteristics of the tailed model (at a Reynolds
nuniberof 2.5 million) with and without flap deflection are presented in
figure Il. The ground effects shown for the flaps-up configuration are
simil= to those measured at the higher Reynolds number (fig. 10). The
slight differences in the mean values of the measured ground effects are
attributed to differences in fuselage length, the fuselage being shortened
for the tests at high Reynolds number in an effort to extend the angle-of-
attack range.

The theory was used to determine the lift and drag characteristics
of the model at the two lower ground heights, with the results shown in

“ figure 12. The theory generally underestimated the ground effects-at the
higher lifts, as it did with the first model.

. A ground effect of more importance to the static-longitudinal-
stability and control problem is shown by the data in figures 13 through
15, where the tail-on pitching-moment characteristics are given for
various ground heights. As the model approached the ground, it became
more stable (stick-fixed) with, generally, a more negative tail incidence
required for balance. This increment in tail incidence was as much as
8° with flaps down when the ground hefght was reduced from m to 0.6CE
(fig.1~).

The data taken with the forward part of the slot in the ground plate
sealed (see figs. 13 and 14) indicate that the slot had only a small
effect. Also, the effect was presumably smaller at those tail incidence
at which the tail was more lightly loaded (i.e., at which the pitching-
moment coefficients were closer to those of the tail-off configuration).

The experimentally determined ground effects on the lift and drag
characteristics of the model in a balanced condition are shown in

G figure 16. By comparing this figure with figure llj it can be seen that
the addition of the tail to balance the model.caused only minor changes
in the ground effects on the lift and drag characteristics over most of

. the lift range.
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characteristics of the model with
.

are a composite of the data taken
ground plate removed, and of the ground effects calculated by .

the method detailed in the appendix. In essence, the calculation consists
of estimating the downwash changes and the consequent changes in pitching
moment and lift contributed by the tail, along with the previous calcula-
tion of changes in wing lift characteristics. Since this estimation is
made at a given angle of attack rather than lift coefficient, little erqor
was incurred (for this model) by ignoring the ground effects on the wing
and fuselage pitching moments (shown in fig, 11). The estimation of
ground effects, flaps down, was not attempted at low lifts because the
tail was apparently stalled at most of the tail incidence tested, and
the relation between pitching moment and tail angle of attack was no longer
definitely known.

The approximations involved in
characteristics near the ground can
ration from figures 17 and 18. The
from the data using the relation

E = a+ it

estimating the pitching-moment
be assessed for the flaps-up configu-
experimental downwash was computed

%aS1.

‘m

The elementary method for.estimating downwash used by Tani gave a reason-
able estimate of downwash angle e and of the change in downwash angle “

Ae caused by the ground (see fig. 17). The values at 0° angle of attack
indicate an experimental discrepancy between downwash angles with the
ground plate and those without the ground plate of about 0.5°. This was,

.

of course? reflected as an apparent error in esttiating the pitching-
—

moment characteristics near the ground. A larger error was incurred by
assuming no effect of ground proximity on Wit. However, this ground
effect would have been difficult to estimate since it stermnednot only
from a change in lift-curve slope of the tail, but also from changes in
the dynamic pressure at the tail. The latter ground effect was partly a
result of the reduction in the vebclty at.the lffting surfaces caused by

—

the ground, and partly a result of a change in the height of the wing wake
with its local velocity variations. The proximity of-the tail to the
trailing edge of the ground plate was also responsible for some changes
in dynamic pressure at the tail, but the pressure surveys indicated that
these were relatively small.

The accuracy of estimating the lift characteristics of the complete
model was little affected by the errors involved in estimating the tail
lift, as canbe seen%y comparing figure 18 with figure I-2(a). (Fig. 18
presents typical data for which the tail was not stalled.)

P

Figures 19 and 20 show values for the factors of importance in esti-
mating ground effects when the flaps were d~. For this-configuration,

=.-._
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the simple method used by Tani for predicting downwash”was somewhat modi-
fied to take account of the concentration of lift over the flap span.
(See Appendix.) It is apparent that the estimated downwash angles fell
far short of the experimental values, as did also the estimated changes
in wing doynwash caused by the ground. As a consequence, the pitching-.
moment increments calculated therefrom were smaller than the experimental
values. Also, a comparison of figure 12(a) with figure 20 shows that the
estimation of the ground effect on the lift characteristics of the model
with flaps down differed somewhat more from experimental values when the
estimated tail lift was included. However, the underestimation of the
pitching-moment increments (due to the ground) tend to compensate for
the underestimation of the lift increments when the theory is used tc
predict the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient
as was done in figure 14.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tests of two models with wings having low aspect ratio and pointed
tips have shown that proximity to a plate representing the ground increased
the lift-curve slope and decreased the drag due to lift. The ground also
increased the stick-fixed stability of the models, this effect being most
pronounced on the model with a horizontal tail. The eleven deflections

. required to balance the tailless model were changed less than 1° as the
ground height was reduced from m to O.~OL?,whereas the incidence of the
tail required to balance the tailed model, with flaps down, was decreased .

.
as much as 8° when the ground height was reduced from m to 0.60~. The
hinge-moment coefficients OT the control surfaces on the tailless model
were little affected by the ground at a given lift coefficient.

The Tani theory generally underestimated the ground effects on the
lift and drag characteristics of these models at high lifts. When applied
to the estimation of the ground effects on the variation of pitching-moment
coefficient with lift coefficient of the tailed model, the theory had errors
which tended to be compensating.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Comni.tteefor Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., May 4, 1955.
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APPENDIX

AE’PLIC!ATIONOF THE TANI METHOD

GROUND EFFECTS

A summary and discussion of the method

FOR ESTIMATING

of Tani, et al., (refs. 2

.
—

and 3) for estimating the effect of the ground on the lift &d drag
characteristics of an airplane is presented in reference 4, omitting,
however, his pyoposed method for establishing a representative mean valui

—

for chord, thickness ratio, emd height above ‘theground. To apply the
theory to swept wings of low aspect ratio, it was deemed necessary to use
some such means for establishing a representative ground height. There-
fore, the following relations stiilar to those from reference 2 were used,
together with the equations and chart of reference 4, for estimating ground
effects for the models of the present report;

—
the average chord is given

by the expression .

—

and the mean wefghted value of

with

c/H is expressed as .,-

c the wing chord at spsm station q

H the height from the ground to the
station ~

quarter-chord

.

point at the span —

q a ratio of distance from the plane of symmetry to semispan, y/(b/2)
.

The use of these relatiom was generally of more importance to the result
than the inclusion of such refinements as the effects of wing thickness.

Tanits method for estimating the ground effects on the,tail (ref.3)
are summarized next, together with a modification to the method for use
with flaps down. It was desired to estimatethe ground effec”tson the

----

pitching moment contributed by the tail, at a given tigle of attack.
w

Let (ACm)tfil=ACm= +A%= = increase in ~ due to ground effects on

the tall where
.

.-
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acm
‘cm’=- m “

T& first increment In pitching-nminentcoefficient ACm= is the larger of
the two, being composed of the term &~ait that is taken from experi-
mental data with no ground plate (the ground effect on k~ait is
assumed to be negligible) and a downwash “termrepresenting the ground-
induced change in wing downwash at the tail position. The ground is
simulated by the lifting vortices of an image of the wing and the down-
wash term is calculated as follows: ti general,

where

in degrees. Near

[

E (i 1 1 ) 1

~k2 + ~z + ~2 2-F~2 1‘~+-
the ground, the increase in dowmwash caused by the

ground is expressed as -

Ae =J(~, ~)AC% - J(~, C’)(C&+ AC&)
.

The meanLng of the geometric terms is illustrated in figure 21. The
term Ck is the wing lift coefficient, measured with no wound plate,
while AC& is the calculated increase in wing lift (at a given angle
of attack) cauaed by the ground. The fuselage lift was included in the
temn C~. The lift distribution was assmed to be elliptical; for this

condition, k is taken as @l.

The second increment in pitching-moment coefficient ACm2 results
from a change in tail lift which occurs for the same reasons that the wing
lift changes near the ground. In the case of the tail, only the major
ground effect is considered, this being the induced angle of attack
caused by the trailing vortices of the hage tail. This induced angle of
attack is then transformed into an increase in tail lift coefficient,
expressed as
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this relation, the induced up&h factor a can be approximated, as
reference.4 for the wing, as

.

.

ut=e -2.48 (2ht/bt)~ *7-

is the tail aspect ratio; the other geometric terms are described in
figure 21. The tail lift coefficient is-app-mximated as

.-

where Cmtail is the increment of pitching-moment coefficient due to the
tail and is taken from the experimental data with no ground plate.

—

The change in lift coefficient of the model resulting from the effects
of the ground at the tail is expressed as

The above relations for estimating downwash at the tail were inade-
quate for the case of flaps down. Here, the angle of downwash was assumed ---
to be the sun of two components (as in ref. 8), the first stemming from
the flaps-up lift distributed over the original wing vortex span, and the
second stemming from the lift due to flap deflection distributed over *he . -
flap vortex span. With the assumption that the flap lift had an elliptical
distribution, it was possible to calculate a value [J(E, ~)]f for that
wing area ahead of and including the flaps. Then,

‘here Ack’y is the increase in lift coefficient resulting from flap .
deflection. It was noted that by suitable factoring, AC&f, E, ~, and A

for the flapped area could be kept in terms of the complete-wing area and
span if k were multiplied by the ratio of flap span to wing span before
calculating [J(5, ~)]f. The tail was assumed to be sufficiently immersed -
in the downwash from the flaps to make the calculated value a representa-
tive one. The increment in downwash, A~, due to the ground was then
calculated using an adjusted downwash parameter

---.+



in place of J(E, ~) in the original e-ression for ~~- ‘e ‘alue ‘f
J(E, ~r) was sidl=ly @Usted~ so that

(Ac)flaps do~ ‘ J(E, C~(AC~~fIap$ down “

J(~, C!)a(CL#Ac@flaps down
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF TEE M13DEIS

17

*
Tailless model Tailed model

Iing wing
Aspect ratio . . . . . . 2.00 Aspect ratio . . . . . . 3.00
Sweep, O.= chord line, deg 45.0 Sweep, 0.25 chord line, deg 45.0
Area, si ft...... 4.014 Area, si ft.....= 4.000
Taper ratio . . . . . . 0 Taper ratio . . . . . . 0
Section, streamwise (leading edge Section, streamwise. . . . . . .
to el.evenhinge line) NACAOO03.5-63
. . . . . . . . . NAcA”O&5-i3 Inc~d&~ej ~e~ I I . . . Q

Incidence, deg . . . . . 0 Dihedral, deg . . . . . 0
Dihedral, deg . . . . . 0 Flaps

Zlevon span, fraction of wing span 0.~84
Chord, fraction of wing chord . Area, fraction of total wing area

. . . . . . . . . . . o.~o . . . . . . . . . . . 0.111
Exposed area, fraction of exposed Ailerons .
wing area . . . . . . o.= Area, fraction of total wing area

First moment of area of exposed . . . . . . . . . . . 0.067
eleven behind hinge line, cu ft Horizontal tail
. . . . . . ...* . 0.0699 Aspect ratio . . . . . . 4.00

Mb Area, 8qft . . . . . . 0.867

Chord, fraction of eleven chord . Taper ratio . . . . . . 0.33
NACA 0004-64

~~s~d”s~~,”f~a&~o~ &e&~~ ‘e~~~~tail” “ “ “ “
eleven span . . . . . 0.40 Aspect ratio (geometric) l.~o

~sed area, fraction of e~osed Area (to fuselage center line),
eleven area . . . . . o.~ Sqft . . . . . . . . 1.067

First moment of area of exposed Taper ratio . . . . . . 0.16
tab behind hhge line, cu ft . Section . . . . . NACAOO03.344

. . . . . . . . . . 0.00321 Fuselage
‘uselage Fineness ratto . . . . . I-2*O
Fineness ratio . . . . . 10.0 Base area, sq ft . . . . 0.13
Base area, 8q ft . . . . 0.11



NACA TN 4044

TABLE II.- FUSELAGE COORDINATES

Tailless model Tailed model
Distance from nose, Radius, Distance from nose, Radius,

in. in. in. in.
o 0 0

;.00 1.06 5.00 .80
10.00 1.69 10.00 1.44
15.00 2.16 15.00 1.94
20.00 2.52 20.00 2.32
23.00 2.78 25.00 2.60
30.00 2.95 30.00 2.79
35.00 3.04 35.00 2.90
40.00 3.06 40.00 2.97
45.00 2.99 45.00 2.99
50.00 2.84 %1.25 a3.00
55.OQ 2.61 97.75 a3.00
60.44 2.25 61.75 2.99

65.75 2.90
69.75 2.67
72.00 2.44

Removable section

.

.
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Locations of rake
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Ground plate>
(top view)
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#
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4.5 ‘Station of static-

pressure orifices

I I
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Approx.
-65+

All

~s’ru’s
dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted

Figure 1.- Diagram of the ground-plate installation.
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Other geometric data in tables I and ~

All dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted

Eleven hinge line=

Tab hinge line _

Moment center=

0
6 \

45.0 °- ~

56.3°-
8.50- -=

.250C+

4

60.44 F

(a) Tailless model.

Figure 2.- Geometry of the models.
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Other geometric

All dimensions in

data in tables I and U

inches unless otherwise

ryYQq
J&

center line

+ .42

: ~ Hinge> ,
Moment center > 9.12 line

\ A’ 3.50
/

b
I I

--~~ 7
t

<~ - 41.56
l\ I I \!!J 22.42

45.0” — ~ I

53.1°

- ++’

\
I ‘E=18.48

.250 E 1

1+y \ f P!!,

4’ 2.80
9.24 .415 E

8.4

I

●

.250 E
2.08~

h

J /-”- “round#/
/“”~-

.

.

(b) Tailed model.

Figure 2.- Concluded.
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(a) Tailless model.
A-19490

.

.

.
A-19501

(b) Tailed model.

Figure 3.- The models and ground plate installed h the wind tunnel.
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Figure 4.- The effect of ground height on the longitudinalcharacteristicsof the tailless model;
R = 8 million, 5~ = 0°, t5e - OO.
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Figure ~.- The effect of ground height on the lift and pitching-mcment characteristics of the

tailless model; R = 3 million.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- The effect of ground height on the drag characteristics of the tailless model;

R = 3 million, 8t = OO.
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Figure 7.- The e~~ect OY? gnmnd height on t@ IiPt. and drag characterLTticB of the tailless model

in a balanced condition (~ = O); R . 3 million, bt . OO.
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Figure 8.- The effect of ground height on the hinge-mcment characteristics of the eleven and tab

on the tailless model; R = 3 million.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- A comparison between the experimental and theoretical lift and drag characteristics of

the talllefis model in the presence of the ground; Eit = 0°, Be = 0°, h/F = 0.50.
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Figure 10. - The effect of ground height
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Figure Il. - The effect of ground height on the longitudinal- characteri~tics of the tailed model;
R= 2.5 million, horizontal tail off.
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Figure 12. - A conparlson between the experimental and theoretical lift and drag characterlBtica

of the tailed model in the presence of the ground; R - 2.5 million, horizontal tail off.
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Figure 13. - The effect of tail incidence on the pitching-moment characteristics of the tailed
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Figure 15.- The effect of
balance (~ = O) of
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ground height on the tail incidence for
the tailed model; R = 2.5 million.
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Figure l~.- A ccmparieon between the experimental and theoretical values of the effective angle of

downwaah e, the ground-induced change in angle of downwaah Ae, and the rate of change of

pitching-moment coefficient with tail incidence ?l@3it on the tailed model; R = 2.5 mKllion,
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Figure 21.- Diagram of the reflection method employed in estimating
ground effects.
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